Abstract. Two-loop electroweak corrections to the muon anomalous magnetic moment are automatically calculated by using GRACE-FORM system, as a trial to extend our system for two-loop calculation. We adopt the non-linear gauge (NLG) to check the reliability of our calculation. In total 1780 two-loop diagrams consisting of 14 different topological types and 70 one-loop diagrams composed of counter terms are calculated. We check UV-and IRdivergences cancellation and the independence of the results from NLG parameters. As for the numerical calculation, we adopt trapezoidal rule with Double Exponential method (DE). Linear extrapolation method (LE) is introduced to regularize UV-and IR-divergences and to get finite values.
Introduction
In order to get a sign of beyond the standard model physics from high precision experimental data, we need higher order radiative corrections within Standard Model (SM). For this purpose our group has been developing the automatic calculation system GRACE [1] since the late 1980's. The measurement of the muon anomalous magnetic moment (g-2) is the one of the most precise experiments to check the SM. QED correction was calculated by T.Kinoshita et al. [2] up to tenth-order. The two-loop electroweak (ELWK) correction to (g-2) was calculated approximately by Kukhto et al. [3] in 1992. Surprisingly, the two-loop correction is almost 20% of the one-loop correction. We started to calculate the full two-loop corrections in 1995 and presented our formalism at Pisa conference [4] . We also showed that the two-loop QED value [5] was correctly reproduced within our general formalism. However, the number of diagrams is huge (1780+70) and the numerical integration requires the big CPU-power to achieve required accuracy, we must wait until various environments are improved.
During these days, the several groups did the calculations using leading log(M 2 ) approximations. (M =heavy particle mass) [6] [7] and the approximate value of the two-loop ELWK correction is widely accepted [8] . In 2001, BNL-Experiment 821 [9] announced that the precise experimental value deviates from that of SM around (2.2 ∼ 2.7) σ. It brought much interest in the theoretical value.
The various theoretical predictions and experimental value are summarized in the next subsection. The main theoretical concern is shifted to the hadronic contributions.
1.1. present status of the theoretical predictions of (g-2) and future experiments We summarize the present theoretical predictions of muon (g-2) in Table 1 . The discrepancy between the experimental value and the theoretical value is still large. As new experiments are scheduled at FNAL-E989 [16] and J-PARC-E034 [17] , we can expect to have new data within a few years.
Purpose of our calculation
Although the two-loop ELWK correction is almost established as summarized in the Table 1 , we try to get the value without any approximation to confirm the validity of the earlier studies. It is also an important trial to extend GRACE-system from one-loop to two-loop calculation. It may become a milestone to construct the framework of Perturbative Numerical Quantum Field Theory (PNQFT). The concepts of PNQFT are summarized as follows. (a) It is essential to assume amplitudes as meromorphic functions of space time dimension n, for extracting both UV-and IR-divergences. By adopting dimensional regularization, gauge invariant renormalized value is obtained directly. (b) The source for numerical integration is automatically generated by a symbolic manipulation system. (c) It is crucial to reduce human intervention to avoid careless mistakes, so that numerical method is fully exploited. The following calculation shows the outline of this direction. In section 2 and 3, we briefly explain the flow and foundation of our calculation. In section 4, we touch on our method of numerical calculation. We emphasize that the Linear Extrapolation (LE) method [18] is simple and efficient method to regularize UV-and IR-divergences and also to get finite values. In numerical calculation, the validity of the results must be guaranteed by comparing several independent methods. We explain shortly our consistency conditions to ensure the results. We also show some examples of calculations and how the consistency conditions are satisfied. In section 5, we give a part of our results on (g-2) for restricted types of diagrams. In the last section, we summarize the present status and give some comments to make extensive progress.
Outline of our frame work
Our calculation is formulated under the following conditions. (
Figure 1: Types of topology (iii) In order to distinguish the UV-part from finite part, we prepare a few files determined by the type of topology, in advance. They represent the following quantities. [19] • Internal loop momentum flow(ℓ s , η(s))(s = 1, 2)
• External momentum flow (q j ) (j = internal line number) • Kirchhoff's law of momentum conservation at each vertex (iv) Using these tools, both UV-divergent and finite contributions to (g-2) are calculated in turn, according to the formulas given in the next section [19] . We make use of a symbolic manipulation system FORM [20] exhaustively.
Logic of the calculation
We explain the case where there are six-propagators. Starting formula is the two-loop muon vertex,
where
η(s)ℓ s + q j , is the momentum on the internal line (j). The function η(s)(= ±1, 0) defines loop momentum on the internal line (j). The z j 's are the Feynman parameters to combine six propagators. The numerator function F µ (D) is explained later.
Next we diagonalize the denominator function with respect to loop momenta ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 and perform integration. The result is,
Where U is well known 2×2 matrix, composed of Feynman parameters (z j ). V (z j , m j , q j ) is the denominator function. The arguments are easily extended to the case with five-propagators (diagrams with four-point coupling).
In order to generate the numerator function we use the following differential integral operator
, where
The operator D 
Similarly we can generate the higher order term.
We can also derive higher order terms such as
and so on, however, Eq.(5) is sufficient in our case. We can verify the equivalence of the above method and the well known method of shifting momentum in the numerators. The correspondence between two methods are symbolized as follows.
Next step is to extract the (g-2) factor by using projection operator, from the photon muon vertex Γ µ . The quantity (g-2) is given as follows. ( m 0 =muon mass ) (g−2) = lim
where we set momentum of incoming µ − , outgoing µ + and incoming photon, as (p−q/2), (p+q/2) and q, respectively. Next step is the regularization of UV-divergence. By adopting n-dimensional regularization method, any integrand F of Feynman parameter integration is regarded as a function of ε = 4 − n/2. Starting from the function F (ε), we adopt two methods for regularization. The first method is well known one and extract 1/ε singularity from F (ε) when one of Feynman parameters approaches 0, (x → 0). Another one is called LE-method explained below [18] . We compare two methods and conclude LE-method is simpler and more efficient than the first one if the accuracy of numerical integration is increased considerably.
First we explain the first method. In order to extract UV-divergence, we use the following procedure. First we transform the Feynman parameters (z 1 , z 2 , · · · , z 6 ) into the appropriate [0,1] variables (x, y, u, v, w) depending on the topology. The key point is to factorize the function detU=x × u(x, · · · ), where u(0, · · · ) = 0 . Then it is shown that the UV-part in dimensional regularization comes from the following formula. We show the example of vertex type renormalization. We set n = 4 − 2ε, ε > 0 for UV-regularization.
In the case where there is self-energy type diagram, we need the formula 1 0 dxx ε−2 F (x, ε) in addition to Eq. (8) . So it becomes more complex.
The second method named LE is applicable for both UV-and IR-regularization and obtaining finite values [18] . Space time dimension n is set to be (4 − 2ε) for UV-case or (4 + 2ε R ) for IR-case. In both cases, ε > 0, ε R > 0.
After dimensional regularization method was introduced [21] , the analyticity with respect to ε was discussed extensively. It is shown that the Feynman amplitude is a meromorphic function of ε [21] [22] . This is a key point to utilize the LE-method to the Feynman amplitude. Numerically, we calculate G(i) = F (z j , ε) dz j when ε = ε(i). (i = 1, 2, · · · M ). We set ε(i) = 1/α i+14 by taking relevant value α. According to the analyticity, we can expand G and truncate it at O(ε M −2 ).
From this formula, we get {c j } by multiplying the inverse of M × M matrix A, whose element is
Practically we set M ∼ 15 and α ∼ 1.15. As for counter terms, GRACE has a library of renormalization constants at one-loop level. We make use of this library for 70-diagrams composed of counter terms. We use FORM [20] to generate Fortran source, according to the above formulation.
Numerical Calculation
The final step to get the value (g-2) is the numerical integration over Feynman parameters. We employed trapezoidal rule with Double Exponential (DE) transformation method [23] . It is very powerful if the integrand has singular behavior at the edge of the integration domain. Speed of convergence is accelerated by the DE transformation,
The maximum dimension of multiple integration is five. We apply DE-method to any integration parameter involved. As we need the accuracy of 7∼10 digits to see the cancellation of UV, the adaptive Monte Carlo method is not suitable for two-loop calculation. In order to ensure the validity of our results, we impose several conditions given below.
(i) Well known QED two-loop value is reproduced.
(ii) UV-divergence is cancelled.
(iii) IR-divergence is cancelled.
(iv) The result is independent of Non-linear gauge parameters.
(v) In some cases (examples: topology 4,5-a,5-b,7,9-1,9b and 10) , we perform loop-integrations (ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 ) in turn, (we call it successive method) and obtain the same results.
In all these cases, if we have plural methods to evaluate, we compare the numerical values to ascertain the validity. If all these five conditions are cleared, we can insist on the validity of our calculation. We demonstrate how the conditions are cleared by showing the examples.
• Reproduction of QED two-loop value. (Unit =(α/π) 2 ) Analytic expression -0.328478966 : our value -0.328478911
• UV-cancellation in Feynman gauge (FG) among the diagrams. Examples of a group of diagrams are shown in Fig.2 .
In this case, total 13-diagrams and 1-counter term make a group to cancel UV-divergence. As you can read from the table, the cancellation is marvelous, up to almost 10 digits. • IR-cancellation is also checked by using LE-method. Among two-loop diagrams, the 8 diagrams in Fig.3 have IR-divergence. The diagrams with CT also have IR-divergence through δZ µ , IR-divergence is cancelled by the corresponding two-loop diagrams. We show coefficients of C (2) IR in Table 3 . The correspondence between small photon mass (λ) method and LE-method for IR-regularization is checked in the case of QED ladder diagram. Analytic value of a coefficient of ln(λ 2 /m 2 µ ) in unit of (α/π) 2 is (1/4) [5] . It is 0.249999998 by our calculation using small photon mass. In LE-method, the coefficient of C (2) IR becomes 0.249999999. We understand the correspondence between ln(λ 2 /m 2 µ ) and C (2) IR is established. As we show in Table 3 , no IR-divergence remains in the final expression.
• Non-linear Gauge (NLG) parameter independence is also checked. Non linear gauge was introduced to reduce the number of diagrams, particularly containing boson-boson couplings [24] . Here, we adopt NLG to check the validity of our calculation. The gauge fixing Lagrangian is constructed as,
Here,α,β,δ,ε andκ are non-linear gauge parameters specific to this formalism. The parameters s W and c W are the sine and cosine of Weinberg angle θ W . In our calculation we set ξ = ξ W = ξ Z = 1 to make the gauge boson propagators simple. As an example of cancellation of NLG parameters, we show the UV-divergent part proportional toα 2 . The 53 diagrams make a group and we show sum of a coefficient of C
U V = (1/ε − 2γ + 2 ln(4π)) for the group of the same topological type in the Table 4 . By summing up these contributions, 12 digits cancellation is confirmed even in 4 to 5 dimensional integration over Feynman parameters. • Successive method is also applied to two-loop diagrams with self energy type two-point function. An example is diagram with (γ − γ) or (γ − Z) vacuum polarization type diagram. We decompose the renormalization constants δZ
AZ etc. into components according to the particles involved in the loop. By adding the corresponding counter term to one loop unrenormalized two-point function, we integrate over the first loop momentum ℓ 1 . The result is finite renormalized two-point function Π R (ℓ 2 ). The function Π R contains the second loop momentum ℓ 2 , however, the divergent part of ℓ 2 integration does not contribute to (g-2). We use this alternative method to reconfirm the results obtained by the methods given in section 3.
Finite contribution from restricted type of diagrams
The publicly accepted value of ELWK two-loop correction is classified according to types of diagrams. For example, fermion loop contribution with or without Higgs boson and purely bosonic contribution are discussed separately. As an example, we summarize the naive fermion loop contribution without any approximation. The diagrams we consider are shown in Fig.4 .
Figure 4: Fermion loop diagrams
As is shown in Fig.4 , we consider diagrams with both fermion loop and neutral boson. The contribution from fermion triangle diagrams Fig.(4-a,b) comes from VVA-anomaly. If lepton and quark mass within the same generation are degenerate, VVA-anomaly cancellation works so that the contribution becomes zero. So fermion mass difference is crucial to get the value. The ln(M 2 z )-dependence cancels within one generation, because of no-anomaly condition.
Czarnecki et al. [6] give the approximate formula for diagram Fig.(4-b) . Taking the same parameters (see below), we compare their values and our exact results in Table 5 . Although each fermion contribution is quite different, the coincidence becomes pretty good by taking the sum in each generation. The difference comes from the common constant terms which cancels by summing up within each generation, due to the anomaly free condition. We also show the preliminary value of other diagrams Fig.(4-a,c,d ,e) in Table 6 . Fig(4-a,c, 
Discussion and Comment
We develop the system to calculate the full ELWK two-loop corrections to (g-2). Unfortunately it is not quite completely automatic system yet. We can produce Fortran source automatically. The work we need beforehand is only to prepare several files which only depend on the type of the topology of diagrams as we explained in section 2. If we adopt the well known first method to extract UV-divergent part, it is crucial to introduce the most suitable transformations from (z j ) to [0,1] integration variables (x, y, u, v, w). In the case of Linear Expansion method (LE), however, the choice of integration variables is not sensitive to get the reliable results.
Further comments are given on the regularization method. Firstly, we introduce ndimensional regularization method and take out UV-divergence (1/ε), when one of the integration variables is approaching 0 (x → 0). In order to perform this procedure, we need rather complex operations including differentiation of the amplitudes, etc. As a result, it makes Fortran source lengthy so that CPU-time increases extensively. The second prescription to regularize both UV-and IR-divergences is LE-method, briefly explained in section 3. This method decreases the number of operation drastically. It is sufficient to define the quantity as function of ε(= 2 − n/2) . We only need to treat Dirac matrices and various vectors appeared in the numerator, in n-dimension. This is easily done by using symbolic manipulation system such as FORM. The operation is simple and we can make use of the resultant short sources for both UV-(ε > 0) and IR-(ε R = −ε > 0) regularization and also to get finite results. By comparing the results of various methods mentioned in the previous sections, we conclude that LE-method is the most simple and reliable method, at this moment. In order to get reliable physical value by this method, accurate numerical integration over Feynman parameters is inevitable. The DE-method introduced in section 4 is the suitable candidate.
By using these technical approaches mentioned above, we clear almost all the constraints given in section 4. Namely, (i) reproduction of QED values, (ii)(iii) UV-and IR-divergences are cancelled, (iv) the result is independent of NLG-parameters. We show some samples how they are cleared. We are now recalculating and rechecking the constraints under the best computer circumstances. The final value will be given soon. We expect ongoing work provides the fruitful foundation to formulate PNQFT (Perturbative Numerical Quantum Field Theory) mentioned in section 1.2.
